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oin me in a reminiscent romp through the forty-six years of
my hotel management career that spanned from 1954 to
2000. I will take you on a journey through a world of funny,
scary, and bizarre events, which will even plunge you into the
seedy underworld. I show what it takes behind the scenes to
provide you with a clean, safe, and comfortable place to rest your
head, and to provide you with sustenance.
While I struggle to make our hotel profitable, you will join me
as I dine with royalty and presidents. You will share my
experience as I meet with prostitutes, and deal with snakes and
pigs. It is all a part of the life of a hotel manager.
“Life is a Cabaret, old chum, come to the Cabaret.” – Cabaret,
1972.
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dedicate this book to my family members who endured the
adventure, and to the thousands of employees and peers who
worked with me over the years. A very special thanks to my wife,
Christina, who without her help and encouragement this would
never have gone to print.
Ken Vincent
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r. Vincent worked his way through high school and college, beginning as a bellboy.
He graduated from Oklahoma State University with a BS
in hotel and restaurant management. He took summer courses
at Cornell University and taught extension courses for the
American Hotel/Motel Association, offered through Michigan
State University.
During his career, he managed over one hundred hotels,
formed eight companies, and owned two hotels. He has also
conducted seminars about hotel management, investing, and
motivation.
Mr. Vincent is also a published poet and he has written articles
about hotel management contracts.
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He stood before the pearly gates,
His face was scarred and old.
He stood before the pearly gates,
For admission to the fold.
“What have you done,” St. Peter said,
“To gain admission here?”
“I’ve been a hotel man, Sir
For many and many a year.”
St. Peter turned and rang the bell,
The gates swung open wide.
“Come in and choose your harp, my friend,
You’ve had your share of Hell!”
hat caused me to write that? I hope that as you read the
following pages, you will come to understand. Life
managing a hotel can be, and often is, Hell.
But it will define you, and many of your opinions and theories,
or it will break you.
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Most everyone who has stayed at a hotel or resort has envied
the manager, even if he or she is never seen, and they usually are
not. (It is unfortunate that most guests get no exposure to any
management personnel in a hotel higher than a desk clerk, a
hostess in the dining room or perhaps a section housekeeper.)
What is not to envy? Here a man or woman has a cushy job sitting
in an air-conditioned office, with a restaurant, a fully stocked bar,
a swimming pool, and a staff of people to respond to his every
beck and call. Some of the luckier managers even have a beach,
golf course, or tennis court in their little sphere of Heaven. Maybe
all the above, with an exercise room tossed into the bargain.
I heard the following one day while inspecting my little piece
of Heaven.
“I could do this,” a guest said to his wife as he slathered on
some more suntan lotion by the pool.
“Do what?” she asked.
“Manage a hotel like this.”
“What do you know about running a hotel?” was her immediate response.
“How hard can it be? You hire a bookkeeper, a cook, a
housekeeper, a maintenance man, and let them hire a few people
to help them. Then you order lunch in your office, maybe with a
glass of wine, and play a computer game.”
“Well, I think there must be more to it than that,” she said as
she took a sip of her rum punch.
Having managed well over one hundred hotels, I can tell
you with some considerable conviction that there is more to it
than that.
This book will not teach you how to manage a hotel. It will not
teach you much of anything, except that managing a hotel is not
the cushy job that it appears to be. Perhaps it will teach you some
things you didn’t know about hotels, or even better yet, it may
entertain you. It is really the saga of one man’s forty-six year trek
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through the Hell, and Heaven, commonly called the hotel
industry.
A note here about your personal beliefs may be in order. If you
have religious, moral, or ethical issues with drinking, smoking,
sex, drugs, murder, or other crimes, you may want to avoid a
career in hotel management. It is very awkward to entertain the
mayor over dinner, and order a ginger ale for yourself when he
orders a scotch and water. Of course, if lying doesn’t bother you,
then you can always make up an excuse such as, “I can’t mix
alcohol with my medication.”
Managing a hotel is fun. It is challenging. It is sometimes scary.
It is hard work with long hours. It is demanding of one’s emotions.
It is frustrating. It is rewarding. It is exciting. It is also Hell.
After I graduated from a major university with a degree in
hotel and restaurant management, I got a job as a management
trainee with a major chain of hotels. I quickly learned that I
didn’t know squat about managing a hotel. I also learned that
what they had taught me in hotel school was largely worthless in
the real world. In my forty six-year career, no one ever asked me
about the chemical formula for what happens to an egg yolk when
you boil the egg. (This is not to say that a person should not go to
college.) So, just what does the guest by the pool need to know?
Well, for starters, he will need to know something about the
following:
❙ Sales, advertising, public relations, and marketing
❙ Food purchasing, preparation, and service
❙ Butchering and cuts of meat and meat quality
❙ How vegetables, fruits, and meats are graded
❙ Bar pricing, purchasing, and drink preparation
❙ Wines
❙ Security of building, guests, and personnel
❙ How many ways there are to steal from a hotel and about
the types of people that do it
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❙ Accounting
❙ Financial analysis
❙ Maintenance of building, grounds, amenities, and a lot of
diverse equipment
❙ Front desk operation and room price management
❙ Computers and phone systems
❙ Interior design and decorating
❙ Building plans and blue prints
❙ Housekeeping, laundry, and cleaning supplies and chemicals
❙ Hotel laws and liquor laws in your city and state
❙ OSHA rules
❙ Employment laws
❙ Real estate and employment taxes
❙ Inventory control
❙ Unions and union organizing
❙ Writing and pricing menus
❙ Contract negotiations and legalities
❙ Construction and renovation
❙ Insurance:
property
employee health
workman’s comp
liability
auto
❙ Handling guest problems and complaints
❙ Cost control of labor, food, beverage, utilities, etc.
❙ Catering
❙ People and what makes them tick
❙ CPR can be helpful too, as is public speaking.
You see, the problem is that you are not running a business.
You are running several diverse businesses mostly housed in a
single building. (I say mostly, but we had one hotel where we
delivered lunches to offices via bicycle.) These businesses include
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short-term housing rental, housekeeping services, wedding planning, convention planning, á la carte restaurant operations,
catering, banquet planning, bar operations, etc. Any one of these
businesses can be a carrier in itself.
While I don’t mean the above to be a complete list of what you
need to know, it does show that managing a hotel is not just a
matter of lounging around the pool and two martini lunches.
There will be more about many of the above subjects later.
By way of example of what can interrupt your “two martini
lunch by the pool,” I will cite the following events.
It was a screaming hot August afternoon. The temperature had
been over 100 degrees since 10 a.m. At about 4 pm, I received a
call from a businessman in an office in the building across the
alley from my hotel. He said, “I hate to bother you with this, but
I think I can see two shoes sticking out of a vent on the roof over
your coffee shop.”
I went to the roof to find two feet sticking out of the vent and
a smell that brought me to my knees. I called the fire rescue squad
and the police. After cutting a section of the roof away, the rescue
team extracted a man’s very bloated body. He had apparently
been a guest and had taken a header out of the sixteenth floor
window, wedging himself head first into the exhaust duct. Yes,
suicides are common in hotels, usually by jumping or by gunshot.
In this same hotel, the desk clerk called me in the middle of the
night to inform me that the coffee shop kitchen was on fire. I
asked him if he had notified the assistant manager and the fire
department. He informed me that he had called both. (Both the
assistant manager and I lived in the hotel.) I grabbed some
clothing and went to the scene to meet the fire department
coming in the front door. After the crises had passed, I realized
that I had not seen my assistant manager. I went to his suite to
find that he was still in bed. I fired him. Like in the old sailing
ships, a fire is the most feared of disasters in a hotel.
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On another occasion, I learned that a guest elevator was stuck
between the fourth and fifth floors with three people in it. I went
to the fifth floor, opened the elevator door with an emergency
key, and got on top of the elevator. By opening the ceiling hatch,
I could help the people out of the car and into the hall. As the last
trembling person reached the safety of the fifth floor hall, the
elevator brakes gave way and the car dropped four floors with me
riding on the top. After this event, I could have used a couple of
martinis, stirred not shaken, I felt shaken enough for both the
martinis and myself.
While these types of events are not daily occurrences, they are
more frequent than two martini lunches and sipping rum punch
by the pool.
I have stated that I got a hotel and restaurant management
degree, but that is not how or when I got into the hotel business.
Perhaps a bit more about my background will help in understanding the theories to come in later chapters.
I actually got into the hotel business at age fourteen as a
bellboy. In three months, I was promoted to bell captain, and I
got my first taste of supervising employees. In my teen years, I
gained experience working on the front desk, doing the night
audit, working in accounting, and a smattering of experience in
housekeeping and maintenance. By my junior year in high
school, I was working sixty hours per week and in love with the
hotel business.
During my time as a bell captain, I began to learn about
people. I learned, among other things, that people love their
names. It is something that is just their’s. I learned that if I called
a guest by name my tips doubled or tripled. By my senior year in
high school, I was making more money than anyone else in the
hotel, except the General Manager, even though my pay rate was
only twelve cents per hour.
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I spent three years attending the local state teachers college,
getting my basics out of the way in preparation for transferring
to a university where I could get a hotel degree. One of the courses
that I needed to take at the teachers college was a basic food
preparation class. (The food prep courses that I would have to
take later were in a sequence, and this course would save me a
full semester later.) The home economics department at the
college offered the class, and it was a popular elective for girls. I
was the first male ever to enroll in the class. The first day of class,
the teacher said that all the students must wear a white dress and
a hair net. Oh, great! I had a little trouble seeing myself sashaying
across campus in a white dress and hair net. Of course, the girls
in the class all looked at me and snickered, not very discreetly I
might add. After class, I approached the teacher about this issue.
She agreed that I could wear white pants, a white shirt, and a
white paper hat. Whew! I might add that probably the only
reason I passed the class was that I was the only student that
would empty the mousetrap.
In the university, to earn a hotel degree I took classes in:
❙ Accounting
❙ Blue print reading
❙ Architecture
❙ Interior design and decorating
❙ Table settings
❙ Catering
❙ Butchering beef, swine, sheep, ducks, fish and chickens
❙ Grading of meat, fruit and vegetables
❙ Chemistry
❙ Building maintenance
❙ Menu planning
❙ Sanitation
❙ Personnel management
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❙ Legal issues
❙ Contract organization and negotiations
❙ Food preparation
After college, I held numerous management positions in
several cities. I eventually started a hotel management company
as a subsidiary of a parent company, and later took the management company private. More on all this later. However, I should
note here for those who are interested in a career of hotel
management, you will need to be willing to move a lot. Not doing
so because of ties to family or community will stifle the career. I
moved twenty-three times in my career. At one point, my mother
counseled me to stop moving so much. People would think I had
a drinking problem and couldn’t hold a job. If you are not willing
to move, then consider managing a clothing store, a hardware
store, or becoming a lawyer.
Whatever you do, do it because you love it. I can think of
nothing more tragic that having to go to work every day to a job
you hate and dread.
With this as a basic understanding, we will move along to more
about hotels.
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